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QUESTION 1

You are creating an extensible data security (XDS) policy. 

You need to return the data from the primary table that will be used to filter the data in a con- strained table. 

What should you use? 

A. The Code profiler 

B. Code permissions 

C. Secured APIs 

D. A policy query 

Correct Answer: D 

You can define a policy query by specifying a value for the Query property in the AOT at Secu- rity > Policies >
YourPolicy. You can use a policy query to secure the constrained tables speci- fied in a given security policy. The query
selects data from a primary table. The values in that data are then used to restrict the data returned from the
constrained table. 

Reference: Overview of Security Policies for Table Records [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 2

You create a privilege to maintain vendor information. 

To which two elements can you add the privilege? Each correct answer presents a complete solu- tion. 

A. Policies 

B. Process Cycles 

C. Duties 

D. Roles 

E. Permissions 

Correct Answer: BC 

B: To add an existing duty or privilege to a process cycle, right-click the duty or privilege in the left pane, and then click
Copy. Right-click the process cycle, and then click Paste. 

C: To add an existing privilege to a duty, right-click the privilege in the left pane, and then click Copy. Right-click the
duty, and then click Paste. 

Reference: Create or modify a security privilege, duty, or process cycle [AX 2012] 
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QUESTION 3

You have a Dynamics AX development environment. You need to delete the data in a specific table manually. What
should you use? 

A. The Type hierarchy browser 

B. The Delete Actions of the table 

C. The Code profiler 

D. The Table Browser 

Correct Answer: D 

After you have created a forms interface and entered data in a table, you can use the table browser to view and edit
data. Reference: Use the Table Browser to View, Add, Modify, or Delete Records [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a table named Table l that contains a string field named Description. 

Users want to search for records in Table l based on words that might be present in Description. The words can be
anywhere in the Description field. 

You need to ensure that when the users create queries that are filtered based on the Description field, the query results
must be returned in the least amount of time possible. What should you do on Table l? 

A. Create a non-unique index in Description. 

B. Add Description to the AutoSummary field group. 

C. Create a full text index in Description. 

D. Write a find method. 

Correct Answer: C 

A full text index contains location information about each significant word in a string field of a table. Some queries can
use this information to run more efficiently and complete much sooner. These are queries that search for words that are
embedded in the middle of string fields A regular index on a long string field can help a query complete quickly only if
the query searches for the word that is at the start of the string field. In X++ SQL this is done with the like keyword and
the * wildcard character, such as in the code phrase like "*diamond*". 

Reference: Full Text Index Overview [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing X++ code to update multiple records as a single transaction. The records are located in several
tables. 

You need to ensure that if an update of one of the records falls, none of the records update. 
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What should you use? 

A. Try and catch 

B. Tts begin and tts commit 

C. Insert record set and tts abort 

D. For update and tts abort 

Correct Answer: B 

ttsLevel Checking 

This check ensures that no record can be updated or deleted except from within the same transac- tion scope as it was
selected for update. Integrity is ensured by using the following statements: 

*

 ttsBegin: marks the beginning of a transaction. This ensures data integrity, and guarantees that all updates performed
until the transaction ends (by ttsCommit or ttsAbort) are consistent (all or none). 

*

 ttsCommit: marks the successful end of a transaction. This ends and commits a transaction. MorphX guarantees that a
committed transaction will be performed according to intentions. 

*

 ttsAbort: allows you to explicitly discard all changes in the current transaction. As a result, the database is rolled back to
the initial state--nothing will have been changed. Typically, you will use this if you have detected that the user wants to
break the current job. Using ttsAbort ensures that the database is consistent. 

Reference: Transaction Integrity [AX 2012] 
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